The effect of age on auditory spatial attention in conditions of real and simulated spatial separation.
The contributions of auditory and cognitive factors to age-dependent differences in auditory spatial attention were investigated. In conditions of real spatial separation, the target sentence was presented from a central location and competing sentences were presented from left and right locations. In conditions of simulated spatial separation, different apparent spatial locations of the target and competitors were induced using the precedence effect. The identity of the target was cued by a callsign presented either prior to or following each target sentence, and the probability that the target would be presented at the three locations was specified at the beginning of each block. Younger and older adults with normal hearing sensitivity below 4 kHz completed all 16 conditions (2-spatial separation method X 2-callsign conditions X 4-probability conditions). Overall, younger adults performed better than older adults. For both age groups, performance improved with target location certainty, with a priori target cueing, and when location differences were real rather than simulated. For both age groups, the contributions of natural spatial cues were most pronounced when the target occurred at "unlikely" spatial listening locations. This suggests that both age groups benefit similarly from richer acoustical cues and a priori information in difficult listening environments.